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E-Snake EIVA Portable outdoor lamp IP65 with 3 lights with lampshades
Finish: White
Light bulb: Without bulb

Description

Clean design and timeless appearance: E-Snake is the outdoor lamp constructed by Creative-Cables with three light
outlets framed by metal lampshades, that can be used anywhere by simply connecting the plug.

Exclusively produced in Italy, it was created with three lamp holder and two joints with IP65 protectuon degree. They
are all part of the EIVA system, designed by Creative-Cables purposefully for outdoor spaces; it comes with an
elastomeric rubber cable with textile covering. Also available in different finishes.

Please note: the IP65 protection degree is only guaranteed with A60, ST64, G95 and G125 shaped lightbulbs (constantly
updating) and the EIVA lamp holder was exclusively designed to hold glass LED lightbulbs.

Patented by Creative-Cables, these lamps are designed and assembled in Italy. They are tested and CE certified from
independent facilities based on rigorous norms.

Looking for different colours and measurements? Click the customize button.
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Total measurements:

Length: 270 cm
Height: 98 cm

The lamp is composed by:

2x1,00 neoprene cable for outdoors
3 x lamp holder EIVA in black thermoplastic pre-filled with isolating gel; E27; threaded shell; protection
degree: IP65; certifications: CE; made in Italy
3 x Elegant lamp holder cup for lampshade in silicone soft touch: ø 60 mm, Height 75 mm
2x EIVA-3, 3-way connection for outdoors in thermoplastic pre-filled with isolating gel; protection degree: IP65
3 x Dibond® Ellepì lampshade: ø 400 mm; Height 3 mm - color varies based on selected finishing
1 x Schuko plug for EIVA System: cable clamp with quick clamping screw MAX 3G2,5 H07RN-F; nominal
tension: 16A; protection degree: IP44; poles: 2P

Lightbulbs [DL700141]: LED; G95; curved filament with double loop; 5W; 280 Lm; 2200K; E27; G; diameter 95 mm;
Height 135mm; dimmable
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